[Variability of radiation-induced adaptive response in old age individuals and their correction by Peptide bioregulator -Livagen].
Effect of aging on adaptive response of cellular systems to low (stimulated) dozes of gamma-rays (0, 2 and 0, 5 Gy) and to disturbing dozes of radiation (1 and 2 Gy) has been investigated. PHA-stimulated cells were from 72-86 year-old individuals; control - 30-40 year-old individuals. The potentialities of induction of adaptive response in cells exposed to previously irradiated by stimulating dozes of gamma-rays with subsequent damaging effect of copper chloride (10(-3)M) has been investigated. The correcting activity of the peptide bioregulator Livagen was tested. The investigation showed that cells from aged individuals maintained radiation adaptive feature. Preliminary exposure to radiation caused stimulation of adaptive response in copper-treated cells. Corrective activity of Livagen was observed.